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Categories: TO REGISTER

Dear representatives of the European Commission,

As a follow up to yesterday's discussion, please find attached undated slides that provide a sense of 
timing on our and associated potential instruments.

Best regards and have a nice weekend.

CureVac AG
Friedrich-Miescher-Str 15 | 72076 Tübingen | Deutschland (Please note the address change of our headquarters) 
t: +49 
f: +4£
e gJcurevac.com
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Dear representatives of the European Commission,

Thank you again for the quality discussion we had earlier today.

Please find below some high level thoughts on the . Of course, none of the
comments underneath ever doubt the commitment

On the CureVac side and since the start of the discussion , we have underlined the need
:or vaccines. We have always said that the company needed and

have adeauate caoacitv for a oandemic oreoaredness centre in Europe. It was made clear that

CureVac has agreed to the need for 
and generally agreed that

in case of success. We have exchanged 
. In the latest

But I think the fundamenta
We understand that

We argue
that

Finallv. if-as structured agai we attach th

I trust this provides a bit of clarity and strongly believe that both entities will find a way to swiftly move 
forward. Always happy to discuss.

Best Regards,

CureVac AG
FriedrįchrMiesc^^ 15 I 72076 Tübingen | Deutschland (Please note the address change of our headquarters) 
t: +49
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